Eclipse Autos Publish Guide On Safest Family Cars in the World

All 29 of the Current 5-Star Euro NCAP Safety Rated Family Cars Have Been Listed and Profiled by Eclipse Autos

June 17, 2019 (FPRC) -- Eclipse Autos, the highly-rated MOT testing centre and garage in Milton Keynes, have recently published a thorough and detailed guide to the safest family cars currently available on the market.

The guide, published as an article on their company blog, lists all 29 of the 5-star Euro NCAP safety rated family cars from the 2018 and 2019 testing cycles so far.

Eclipse Autos were inspired to produce this authoritative guide due to them frequently receiving questions from customers with young families, as to which were the safest cars they could buy. Recognising how common this concern was, and how important it is to address the issue, Eclipse Autos decided to create a detailed article they could refer customers to, whenever this topic arose.

The finished guide contains details of every 5-star safety rated family car’s make and model, their on-the-road price, a clear and accurate image of the car, and a link to the manufacturers website, so people can gather any extra information they require.

So far, the blog post has proven to be very popular, having racked up hundreds of social shares just a few days after its publication, while several customers have already informed the Eclipse Autos team how valuable it was to them.

As the Euro NCAP testing procedures continue to take place on a daily basis, it is inevitable that soon more family cars will achieve the prestigious 5-star safety rating, thus giving consumers greater choice as to which vehicle they might like to purchase.
To reflect this, the Eclipse Autos team will continue to update their guide on a regular basis, to ensure that everyone who looks at it is kept up to date.

About the Company

Eclipse Autos are a Good Garage Scheme approved auto workshop based in Bletchley, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom.

Over the course of operating successfully for almost two decades in a highly competitive marketplace, Eclipse Autos have built up a substantial and loyal customer base in their local area due to their constant commitment in ensuring clients receive the highest standards of service at highly affordable prices.

If you’d like to see the business face to face, they can be found at the following address: Eclipse Autos, 16-24 Tavistock Street, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK2 2PF

Contact Information
For more information contact Phil Kay of Eclipse Autos (http://https://www.eclipseonestop.co.uk/)
01908 448 169
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